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Abstract: This paper proposes a control
strategy for a three-phase three-wire
thyristor-controlled LC-coupling hybrid
active power filter (TCLC-HAPF), which can
balance active power and compensate
reactive power and harmonic currents under
unbalanced loading. Compared with TCLCHAPF with conventional control strategy,
active power filters and hybrid active power
filters which either fails to perform
satisfactory compensation or require highrating active inverter part for unbalanced
compensation, a control strategy was
proposed for TCLC-HAPF to operate with a
small rating active inverter part for a variety
of loads with satisfactory performance. The
control idea is to provide different firing
angles for each phase of the thyristor
controlled LC-coupling part (TCLC) to
balance active power and compensate
reactive power, while the active inverter part
aims to compensate harmonic currents. First,
the required different TCLC impedances are
deduced. Then, independent firing angles
referenced to the phase angle of voltage
across TCLC are calculated. After angle
transformations,
final
firing
angles
referenced to phase angle of load voltages are
obtained. In this paper, a novel controller for
TCLC-HAPF under unbalanced loading is
proposed. Simulation and experimental
results are provided to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed controller in comparison with
a state-of-the-art controller.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When unbalanced nonlinear inductive loads are
connected to the three-phase utility distribution
system, a number of current quality problems,
such as low power factor (PF), harmonic
pollution, and unbalanced Currents will rise. If
compensation is not provided to the distribution
power system, it will cause a series of
undesirable consequences, such asadditional
heating and loss in the stator windings, damage
on the overloaded phase power cable, reduction
of

transmission

capability,

increase

in

transmission loss, etc. Implementation of power
filters is one of the solutions for power quality
problems. In the early days, thyristor-based
Static Var Compensators (SVCS) are used. It
can inject or absorb reactive power according to
different loading situations. However, SVCS
have

many

inherent

problems

including

resonance problem, slow response, lack of
harmonic

compensation

ability,

and

harmonic generation.

1

self-
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Under practical conditions, when
Unfortunately, HAPF has a narrow
unbalanced

nonlinear

are

compensation range, which may require a high

connected to the three-phase utility distribution

dc-link operation voltage when it is operating

system, a number of current quality problems,

outside its compensation range, thus losing its

such as low power factor (PF), harmonic

low inverter rating characteristic.Many control

pollution, and unbalanced currents will rise. If

techniques have been proposed to improve the

compensation is not provided to the distribution

performance of the APFs and HAPFs and solve

power system, it will cause a series of

the

undesirableconsequences, such as additional

instantaneous pq control method in order to

heating and loss in the stator windings, damage

eliminate the reactive power, harmonic power,

on the overloaded phase power cable, reduction

and

of

in

instantaneously. In order to adapt instantaneous

transmission loss, etc. Implementation of power

pq control method under different voltage

filters is one of the solutions for power quality

conditions (distorted, unbalanced, etc), many

problems. In the early days, thyristor-based

other control techniques were further developed,

static var compensators (SVCs) are used.

such as dq control method pqr control method

transmission

inductive

capability,

loads

increase

It can inject or absorb reactive power
according

to

different

loading

unbalanced

unbalanced

problems.

power

First

of

the

proposed

loading

Lyapunovfunction-based control method, etc.

situations.

With all the above controlmethods, both

However, SVCs have many inherent problems

APFs and HAPFs can effectively compensate

including resonance problem, slow response,

the reactive power and harmonic currents under

lack of harmonic compensation ability, and self-

unbalanced loading compensation. However,

harmonic generation. Later on, the remarkably

both APFs and HAPFs probably require high

progressive concept of active power filters

active inverter rating (high initial cost and

(APFs) was first proposed in 1976 for

switching loss) to perform unbalanced current

dynamically compensating reactive power and

compensation due to the inductive coupling

current harmonics problems. However, APFs

structures of APFs and the narrow compensation

require high dc-link voltage levels (Vdc>√2 ·

range limitations of HAPFs. In the structure of a

VL−L ) to perform compensation, which drives

thyristor-controlled LC-coupling hybrid active

up their initial and operational costs. Afterward,

power filter (TCLC-HAPF) which can operate

in order to reduce the cost of APFs, an LC-

with a small rating active inverter part for

coupling hybrid active power filter (HAPF) with

reactive

low dc-link operational voltage was.

compensation in comparison to the conventional

power

and

harmonic

current

solutions.
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foils. This way the self-capacitance of the main
ll. Hybrid Active Power Filter
Active power filters (APF) are filters, which can
perform the job of harmonic elimination. Active
power filters can be used to filter out harmonics

foil is crucially decreased. Filter is characterized
by

improved

high-frequency

performance

(working frequency range is at least up to tens of
MHz).

in the power system which are significantly
below the switching frequency of the filter. The
active power filters are used to filter out both
higher and lower order harmonics in the power
system.
The main difference between active
power filters and passive power filters is that
APFs mitigate harmonics by injecting active
power with the same frequency but with reverse
phase to cancel that harmonic, where passive
power filters use combinations of resistors (R),

Hybrid LC filter layout

inductors (L) and capacitors (C) and does not
require an external power source or active
components such as transistors. This difference,
make it possible for APFs to mitigate a wide
range of harmonics.

III

PROPOSEDUNBALANCEDCONTROLSTRAT
EGY FORTCLC-HAPF

The purposes of the proposed unbalanced

Hybrid LC filter is a kind of electrical

control strategy can be described as follows: the

two

TCLC part is controlled to balance active power

conductive foil layers, separated by an insulation

and compensate reactive power, while the active

material and coiled on a core. Layers are

inverter part aims to compensate harmonic

typically made of copper or aluminum. One

currents. The equivalent fundamental circuit

layer, which is placed between the voltage

models of the TCLC-HAPF for power analysis

source, such as inverter, and a load, is called

are illustrated in Fig. 2, where the subscripts “f”

“the

filter

de-notes the fundamental frequency component.

inductance. Another foil, called “the auxiliary

In this paper, VsxfandVxfare assumed to be pure

foil”, is connected to a neutral potential (e.g.

sinusoidal

earth), forming the useful capacitance between

(Vx=Vsxf=Vxf) for simplicity. is used to

LC

filter,

main

which

foil”;

typically

this

layer

contains

forms

without

harmonic

components

calculate the required impedances and the
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corresponding firing angles for each phase of the
which the same dc-link voltage is applied to
TCLC part in order to balance and compensate

both of them. A110-V 5-kVA three-phase three-

active and reactive power. In Fig. 2(a), the active

wire TCLC-HAPF experimental prototype is

inverter can be treated as a controlled voltage

designed and constructed in the laboratory. The

source, and the required fundamental inverter

details of the TCLC-HAPF experimental setup

voltage(Vinvxf)

TCLC

and its testing environment are provided in

impedance [24]–[26]. If the TCLC impedance is

Appendix C. The simulations are carried out by

perfectly matched with the load impedance,then

using

the requiredVinvxfcan be equal to zero. In this

parameters used in simulations are the same as

pa-per, it is assumed that the TCLC is controlled

the experiments as shown in Table V of

to be perfectlymatched with the loading to

Appendix C. In addition, with reference to the

simplify the following analysis;thus,Vinvxf=0,

IEEE standard 519-2014 [31], the acceptable

then

total

the

depends

required TCLC

on

the

impedance

can

PSCAD/EMTDC,

demand

distortion

and

the

system

(TDD)15%

with

becalculated based on Fig. 2(b). In the

ISC/ILis in 100<1000 scale (a small rating 110-

following, the proposedhybrid control strategy

V 5-kVA experimental prototype). The nominal

for the TCLC-HAPF under unbalancedloading

rate current is assumed to be equal to the

compensation will be presented and explained in

fundamental load current at the worst case

threesections: Section III-A: TCLC part control

analysis, which results in THD=TDD15%.

strategy, which isbased on the fundamental

Therefore, this paper evaluates the TCLC-HAPF

model in Fig. 2(b), Section III-B: Active inverter

current harmonics compensating performance by

part control strategy, and Section III-C: The

setting

overallhybrid controller for TCLC-HAPF.

currents,
(LPF)

an

acceptableTHD15%.compensating

capacitor
currents,

(CPF)currents,

inductor

and

voltage,

dc-link

sourcereactive and active power before and after
compensation usingthe state-of-the-art control
method [22] and the proposed con-trol method.
IV
SIMULATIONANDEXPERIMENTALRESU
LTS
Simulation and experimental results of the
proposed TCLC-HAPF control strategy under
unbalanced loading conditions will be presented
and discussed in comparison with the results of
the state-of-the-art control method in [22],in

@IJRTER-2019, All Rights Reserved

Figs. 9 and 10 (simulation results) and Figs. 11
and12 (experimental results) and Table IV
demonstrate the sourcecurrent spectrums and
phasor diagrams of source voltages andcurrents
before and after the state-of-the-art control
method [22]and the proposed control method.
For each harmonic order ofthe current spectrum
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as in Fig. 11, the three bars from left to
system in TCLC-HAPF.
HAPF. One is based on dq
rightrepresentphasesa,b, andc, respectively.

synchronous rotating frame (SRF), and the other
is based on stationaryy frame.
VI BUFFERINGCIRCUIT:

amps have a variety of uses. One use is as a
Op-amps
so-called buffer.. A buffer is something that
isolates or separates one circuit from another. In
order to explain this more precisely, let's take a
closer look at our 3-bit
bit DAC. The 3-bit DAC
constructed in the previous lab produced a
digitally controlled voltage, but it turns out that
we can't really use this voltage as a source to

V BLOCK DIAGRAM

drive other circuits. The problem is that if we
were to attach another circuit to our DAC, then
we would be changing the

ladder network

and hence would change the voltage produced
by that network. We refer to this phenomenon as
loading.. The problem with our circuit is that it
produces a voltage that is not insensitive to the
load on the circuit. We no
now use our preceding
discussion about Thevenin circuits to study the
loading problem.. Our preceding discussion
Based on the proposed hybrid control block

asserted that a simpler circuit known as the

diagram for the TCLC-HAPF
HAPF under unbalanced

Thevenin equivalent can always produce the

loads compensation.It consists of five main

output voltage of any resistive network w
with

control blocks: the TCLC part control block, the

independent sources.
ources.

instantaneous

network (assuming only one of the output pins is

power

compensation

control

block, the dc-link
link control block, an
and the current

T
The original DAC

high) and its associated Thevenin equivalent.

PWM control block. The control system plays
an important role in the performance of TCLCTCLC
HAPF. There are two common types of control

@IJRTER-2019, All Rights
ights Reserved
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idea and operation stepsof the proposed hybrid
controller

for

the

TCLC-HAPF
TCLC

under

unbalanced loading is presented and discussed in
details.Finally, simulation and experimental
results are given to verifythe proposed control
method in comparison with the state-of-the-art
state
control method, which shows its superior
compensatingperformances

under

the

unbalanced loading condition.
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